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“No waste” Machines
for Spunlace Cosmetic 
Products

Overview

LINKS S.r.l. can offer a new generation of machines for a new 
generation of cosmetic spunlace products. Based on the concept 
of the double cutting (longitudinal and transversal), we can produce 
several types of products such as rectangular/square pads, perforated 
rectangular pads as well as perforated spunlace rolls.

The main difference from the conventional “Punched pads” is that we have 90 
degrees angles on the pads and No Waste (skeleton) during the production process.

In some case the waste can be from 3 to 5% if the customer wants to trim the material.
In any case far away from the 35% of a standard round pads production.
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Product Highlights / Options

√ Stitching on the pad edges.

√ Several perforation steps available.√ Material widths from 250 to 630 mm.

√ Embossing on pads surface available.

√ Several pads dimensions according to the material width.

Available Models
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RC1-LF+SPRP MACHINE

Range of production:
Pads 100x80 mm in loose form in PE 

bags of 200 units
Pads 50x50 mm in loose form in PE bags 

of 500 units

Production:
12 bags/min of 200 pads 100x80 mm.

Top View
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RC4+ASA+S1 MACHINE

Range of production:
Stacked pads 110x90 mm - 75x75 mm - 

60x50 mm packed in PE bags

Production:
24 bags/min of 50 pads 110x90 mm.

Top View

Top View
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Z/API-6S+ASA+S1 MACHINE

Range of production:
Perforated pads 100x90 mm - 75x75 mm 

- 60x50 mm packed in PE bags

Production:
36-38 bags/min of 50 pads 60x50 mm.

Top View


